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Dr john garang speech

Juba's geographical center rivals the tomb of John Garang de Mabior, the late leader of the Sudan People's Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) and the first Vice President of sudan's Post-Comprehensive Peace Treaty (CPA). On July 30, 2005, Garang died in a helicopter crash in the mountains close to
his military base while returning from a meeting with Yoweri Museveni, President of Uganda. Just weeks before this fatal incident, on July 9, Garang was sworn in as Sudan's First Vice President in a joyful ceremony in Khartoum, marking the end of the decades-long war between parts of north and south
Sudan. In the days before the great state funeral at All Saint Cathedral in Juba, Garang's body was moved around South Sudan to allow residents to pay their last respects. Tens of thousands of black-clad mourners attended the final funeral service in Juba and people lined the streets leading from the
airport to the cathedral and from the cathedral to the final burial ground, where Garang's body is now in the mausoleum that forms the center stage for political rallies and commemorations and thus an important space of political activity in South Sudan. John Garang's tomb in 2010 His sudden death,
surrounded by speculation of murder, sparked much emotion and anger and caused violent and deadly explosions between North and South people in Khartoum and Juba that killed 130 people and injured hundreds. Fears that his death and unrest would end the BPA were cast by Salva Kiir, Garang's
successor and south Sudan's incumbent president. On August 11, 2005 Salva Kiir was sworn in as Sudan's First Vice President and will lead the Government of South Sudan through an interim period of BPA, marked by the 2010 election and the 2011 referendum on secession, in which 98.83% of South
Sudanese voted to secede from the northern part of Sudan. 'Martyr Martyr' In the years after his death, the popular garang deceased emerged as the 'Father of the Nation' and the 'Martyr martyr' and his legacy took an important role in the national public space. Every government office, school, business
and hotel shows his portrait next to President Salva Kiir and life-sized portraits of the late John Garang adorn the streets of Juba. On July 9, 2011, when South Sudan gained independence from Sudan, a giant statue of the late Garang was revealed under roaring applause and ululation. Wearing a suit,
under his left arm Garang holds a book symbolizing BPA and with his right hand raised he points a stick to the sky. Garang's memory was invoked during public events and in his independence speech Salva Kiir paid tribute to his predecessor and former guerrilla leader: (...) [M]ay we rise to observe
minutes of silence in honor of our fallen heroes heroes who pay the ultimate price for our freedom and dignity. (...) Today would not have been possible without their sacrifice. Let me once again state clearly the sacrifices made by our nation's founder, Dr. John Garang de Mabior. This great day is a
testimony that our martyrs did not die in vain! 1 Martyr occupied a central and symbolic position in the nation-building process and on several occasions the independent nation of South Sudan has been called a worthy tribute to the martyrs. The vocabulary of the tributaries employed in the memorial in the
post-Ferocious era varies slightly from the greetings and tributes expressed by Garang himself during the war: Let us pay homage to all the martyrs who gave their lives to save our Mother Land and its people. I ask all of you to stand up and bow our heads in a minute's solemn silence to honor and sacred
memory of them and all our eternal heroes who have fallen in this great struggle for the restoration of dignity, liberty, and liberation of our land and people. 2 Contributor rhetoric has also been included in the new national anthem, written and composed before the country's independence in 2011, and the
last stanza dedicated to martyrs who did not die: Oh great patriots! Let's stand in silence and honor honoring our martyrs whose blood solidified our national foundation We swear to protect our nation This speech and lyrics are part of an active but exclusive myth-making process that produces and
reproduces certain versions of history and sanctions the meaning and values inherent in historical events that are considered commendable from mass celebration. National Memorial Calendar In 2007, two years after the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Treaty, the then Government of South Sudan
compiled a national calendar and three main celebrations closely related to the narrative of struggle and liberation: SPLA Day, Martyrs Day, War Veterans Day. In a speech delivered at the SPLM/A's 24th anniversary celebrations, on May 16, 2007 in Malakal, Salva Kiir declared May 16 to be celebrated
16th year as the basic day of SPLM/A. Kiir said that SPLA Day is a day to celebrate the selfless sacrifice of heroes and liberation heroes who paid the highest price for liberation because without the highest sacrifice they today would be in the trash of history.3 A billboard near Juba University announced
martyrs' Day celebrations in July 2013. On May 16, 1983, Lieutenant John Garang was assigned to spread the rebellion in an army unit stationed in the southern city of Bor. The rebels are former U.S. troops, the first South Sudanese guerrilla movement to have fought the Sudanese government since
1962 1972 and which has been absorbed into the national after the signing of the Addis Ababa peace agreement. Angry soldiers opposed their disarmament and moved to the North. Instead of ending the rebellion, John Garang, an absorbed Anya Nya himself, led what would soon be called SPLM/A,
after which a newborn rebel group would be officially established in camps and bases across the border with neighboring Ethiopia. Early rebel forces will join thousands of students, workers, farmers, intellectuals and government officials from South Sudan, disillusioned and unhappy with Sudanese
president Jafaar Nimeiri's socio-economic policies toward the region and the imposition of sharia law and arabic shortly after the creation of SPLM/A. In 2007, two years after John Garang's death on July 30, 2005, the anniversary of his death was officially renamed Martyrs' Day. On the occasion of
Martyrs Day tributes were paid to commemorate our fallen heroes and heroes, martyrs who finally paid the price for our freedom during the last twenty-two years of our struggle for justice, dignity and equality. At the top of this gold list are the Martyrs of all Martyrs; our late leader, peace icon, freedom
fighter and founder of our heroic Movement, SPLM, and commander-in-chief of the dashing SPLA forces, Dr. John Garang de Mabior. 4 Although Garang clearly emerged as the most significant and celebrated martyr, Martyrs' Day did not only commemorate his legacy. Ahead of each city of Juba Martyrs
Day is lined with posters with images of the late military leaders of different wars and of different revolutionary movements. Subsuming History A few months later, on August 18, 2007, Salva Kiir declared August 18 as 'War Veterans Day', thus adding the so-called Torit Rebellion, which took place on
August 18, 1955, to the list of historical events officially commemorated. On August 18, 1955, in the midst of preparations for the departure of Britain and Sudan's independence, the Equatorial Corps of the Sudan Defense Forces, headquartered in the southern city of Torit, rebelled and joined southern
pockets of soldiers in Kapoeta, Juba, Terekeka, Yei, Maridi, Yambio, Nzara and Malakal and eventually also by civilians, police and prison guards. North Sudanese citizens, both military and civilian, living in the southern part of the country were targeted; many fled north and more than two hundred and
fifty were killed. Royal British Air Force aircraft assisted in the air transport of Sudanese military forces to suppress the insurgency, but by arrival most of the Equatorial Corps soldiers had retreated into the bush, or across national borders. The 'Torit Rebellion', in which the name of the rebellion is known,
was triggered by rejection South to be stripped and transferred to Khartoum, in the context of an increasingly tense Sudanization where British officials were replaced by Sudanese in preparation for Sudanese independence. In this process, North Sudanese occupy most administrative positions including
in the Southern part of Sudan, frustrating and bitter Southerner. Despite their support for the independence process, Southerner feared becoming northern subordinates and it was in this atmosphere that the Torit Rebellion took place. The period after the uprising saw only incidental and it was only in
1962-1963 that the insurgency organized itself through a political party, the Sudan African National Union (SANU), and rebel forces baptized Anya Nya under the command of Joseph Lagu. However, it was popularly agreed that the 'Torit Uprising' marked the beginning of the First Sudanese Civil War in
what is now known as South Sudan and the period from 1955 to 1972 is commonly referred to as His Anya. The conflict ended with the signing of the Addis Ababa Peace Treaty on February 27, 1972, negotiated between the South Sudan Liberation Movement led by Joseph Lagu and Nimeiri, president of
the sudanese government at the time. A billboard placed near John Garang's Tomb in 2010 shows John Garang wearing military clothing, in the early years of the SPLM/A uprising. The Torit uprising marked the beginning of violent opposition in the South, and its inclusion in the national commemorative
calendar underscored the SPLM's efforts to absorb previous revolutionary movements in a single narrative of struggle and liberation. Garang, in a speech delivered during the signing ceremony of the Comprehensive Peace Treaty, stated that the agreement marked the end of the war that began in Torit
on August 18, 1955. The period, and therefore events, from the Torit Rebellion to the basis of SPLM/A on May 16, 1983 was absorbed into SPLM/A discourse. Previous revolutionary movements were not ignored but mitigated. The annual reunification of the memory of martyrs remains alive the narrative
of struggle and liberation and this celebration imposes silence upon the events they ignore, and fills that silence with a narrative of power about the events they celebrate (Trouillot 1995, 118)5. In the narrative of struggle and liberation, civil war is cut off from, and obliterates internal factions, defeats,
deaths of non-martyrs and non-military casualties. The single narrative of struggle and liberation does not give room to recount various experiences of war. Liberation Has Ended In referendum for The exclusive freedom-liberation narrative of resistance makes room for a more inclusive narrative that calls
on all South Sudanese to demand secession from Sudan. After South Sudan gained its independence, a banner on the University roundabout declared: We fought through bullets and ballots to gain our total independence. The narrative of struggle and liberation coexists with the transformation of
democracy and temporarily opens up space to speak: a referendum on self-determination literally demands the votes/voices of every individual - army and civilian. The popular response to the continued presence of the narrative of struggle and liberation is the argument that 'liberation is over'. South
Sudan Independence Day at John Garang Mausoleum on July 9, 2014. In the years after the declaration of independence, and more and more with the ongoing fighting, people questioned whether the sacrifices of the martyrs were honored and there was growing popular opposition to this exclusive
version of the national past. Simultaneously, the current conflict is connected to a long history of war and displacement and it is sometimes said that military leaders-turned-politicians only know the 'language of the gun'. However, with respect to the ongoing conflict the SPLM is still actively calling for the
legacy of the martyrs and ahead of martyrs' day in 2015, a billboard was erected that read: Reward our martyrs with only peace. With the outbreak of a new conflict in South Sudan since December 2013, the public sphere was again overrun by military language dividing the government and the opposition;
with or against. Another observation is that with renewed conflict, the SPLM has actively excluded the late John Garang from the political stage and although his portraits still adorn many offices and street corners, his memory no longer stands out during independence celebrations. During the tenth
anniversary of his death, in 2015, Martyrs' Day was not marked by public celebrations and in his speech during the independence celebrations of the same year, Salva Kiir made little mention of the late Garang. In his fight for political legitimacy, Salva Kiir no longer accepts to stand in the long shadow of
his predecessor. Loes Lijnders By Florence Miettaux Miettaux
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